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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR VIRTUAL FARM
• Saitek and GIANTS Software teamed up to build this Farm Sim 

Controller that adds to the thrill of cultivating land, nurturing 
livestock and selling goods.

900-DEGREE ROTATION STEERING WHEEL
• The 900-degree rotation steering wheel offers the realistic 

rate of rotation for a tractor steering wheel and highly accurate 
control, ensuring your crops are harvested efficiently. 

• Removable turn knob for easier one-handed turning.

ENJOY YOUR FARM'S FRESH AIR
• As good as it feels to cruise your farm in heavy machinery, 

sometimes you just have to get your hands dirty. Those in-game 
situations call for sticks and buttons, and the wheel has a 
cornucopia of them. Twin analog sticks, each with a push-down 
button, are ideal for moving your character and controlling your 
camera. Plus, the 4-way hat switches near each stick provide 
eight more buttons at your fingertips.

• Two ergonomic, trigger-like buttons reside on the back. This 
built-in control scheme gives you precision command of your 
farmer, and everything is programmable from within the game. 
Whether using your chainsaw, walking into the barn, or simply 
going for a sunset stroll to admire your crops, all controls are at 
the ready.
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INTEGRATED DUAL ANALOGUE STICKS
Integrated dual analogue sticks mean you don't need to switch 
between different controllers for different tasks – whether driving or 
on foot, you have full control from the steering wheel.

SIDE PANEL LOADER CONTROL STICK
The Side Panel’s realistic front loader control stick gives you the 
sensation of true control over heavy machinery. Even complex 
logging machines like tree harvesters, cranes, chainsaws, chippers 
or trailers are rendered simple to operate thanks to the side panel 
loader control stick with its 6 axes.

SET-AND-FORGET CRUISE CONTROL SPEED 
DIAL AND 37 PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS
Set-and-forget cruise control speed dial and 37 programmable 
buttons give you the flexibility to control your entire farm from just 
the one controller.
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DURABLE CLAMP
The durable clamp, featuring Saitek’s proven screw-thread 
adjustment, ensures your controller stays locked in place on your 
desk.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1 and Windows® 10
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